BRADFORD DISTRICT CONSULTATION SUBCOMMITTEE
MEETING TO BE HELD AT 2.00 PM ON MONDAY, 19 OCTOBER 2020
IN REMOTE MEETING – TO BE LIVESTREAMED HERE:
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/CHANNEL/UCAZJNSGPQZZT41VIBN2
ZK9A/LIVE

AGENDA
1.
1.

OPEN FORUM
Open session for members of the public to ask a question, raise a concern or
provide feedback.

2.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

3.
3.

DECLARATION OF DISCLOSABLE PECUNIARY INTERESTS
Transport Committee members only.

4.

EXEMPT INFORMATION - POSSIBLE EXCLUSION OF THE
PRESS AND PUBLIC

5.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 21 OCTOBER 2019
(Pages 1 - 10)

6.

MINUTES OF THE JOINT DCSC HELD ON 17 JULY 2020
(Pages 11 - 14)

7.

CHAIR'S UPDATE

8.

INFORMATION REPORT
(Pages 15 - 16)

9.

OPERATORS UPDATES

10.

WORKSHOP SESSION - CARBON REDUCTION PATHWAYS

Signed:

Director, Transport Services
West Yorkshire Combined Authority

Agenda Item 5

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE
BRADFORD DISTRICT CONSULTATION SUB-COMMITTEE
HELD ON MONDAY, 21 OCTOBER 2019 AT COMMITTEE ROOM 1 CITY HALL, BRADFORD

Present:
Councillor Taj Salam (Chair)
Gareth Logan (Deputy Chair)
Councillor Sinead Engel
James Craig
Stephen Hetherington
David Hill (
Andrew Jewsbury
Patricia Joseph-Gray
Peter Ketley
Norah McWilliam
Andrew Noble
Graham Peacock
John Prestage
Keith Renshaw

Transport Committee
Public Representative
Bradford Council
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative
Public Representative

In attendance:
Andrew Bradley
Mark Fenwick
Phil Jolly
Pete Myers
Mohammed Raja
Michelle Doyle
Megan Hemingway
20.

West Yorkshire Combined Authority
Arriva Yorkshire
Transdev
Arriva Rail North Limited
First Group
First Bradford
West Yorkshire Combined Authority

Open Forum
The Chair explained that the item had been moved to first on the agenda to
encourage more members of the public to attend and ask questions.
He invited questions from any public present, who were not the members of
the sub-committee.
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Bus Operator sales
Bruce Barnes of the ‘680 Bus Lobby Group’ was present and stated he was
concerned regarding the threat to Bradford bus services from the sales of
Arriva and First Bus. He felt there could be chaos while services were at threat
and wanted to know what Metro was doing about it. He also requested that
passengers are consulted as to any plans and was concerned that
confidentiality may mean that the public are not fully informed.
The Chair invited First Bus to respond. They gave assurances that services
will not be withdrawn due to the sales of the companies. There was no
information as yet whether services would be sold in full or in part.
It was noted that the Combined Authority had submitted an Expression of
Wish to maybe take over services in Yorkshire. They had written to central
government requesting guidance as the Transport Act bars Local Government
from taking on services at present.
Arriva informed the public that their parent company Deutsche Bahn had
merely expressed a wish to sell. No definitive method had been
communicated as yet and they reiterated that they would continue services.
The Combined Authority said their main priority was continuing services and
that they were exploring the possibilities around the First Bus sale but not
Arriva currently.
The Chair confirmed that if the public had any further questions to email
himself, Andrew Bradley (WYCA) or WYCA Governance Services.
Bradford Cycle Campaign
It was requested that bus drivers be made aware of the advanced stop space
used by cyclists as often they were ignoring this, thus putting them at risk. First
Bus agreed they would send a message out to all drivers via the ticket
machines and put posters up in depots. Both bus companies confirmed this
would be addressed in driver training.
21.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies were received from Colin Brushwood.

22.

Declaration of Disclosable Pecuniary Interests
The Chair declared that he is currently employed by First Bus.

23.

Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public
There were no items requiring the exemption of the press and public.
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24.

Appointment of Deputy Chair
The Chair had received one proposer of Gareth Logan, the current Deputy
Chair. He asked the meeting to approve this.
Resolved: That the move to endorse Gareth Logan as Deputy Chair was
passed by the sub-committee.

25.

Minutes of the meeting held on 11 February
Resolved: That the minutes of the meeting held on 11 February 2019 be
approved.

26.

Chair's Update
The Chair gave his update on the following items:
Trains
New trains are now at the Interchange and it is good news the pacers are
soon to go. He has been asking for more services to be provided at Low Moor
and for it to be more accessible, especially given it is next to the Green Way. It
would be good to encourage bike/train travel.
Cycle Ways
The Canal Way Sus trans route is being well used now. Connectivity as to the
Green Way and City centre is now being looked into.
Open Forum
The Chair informed the meeting that the public can put questions in advance if
required, in writing. Then an informed written response can be given.
Climate Emergency
He has been talking to the portfolio officer in Bradford to see that the Climate
Emergency issues are being taken on. Concerns have also been raised at
Transport Committee that Bradford doesn’t want to lose out because Leeds
has the Clean Air pilot and cleaner buses. Bradford wants the same and is
working with this through the Bus Alliance also.
Public representatives asked the following:
•

Can the Spen Valley and Liversedge cycle path be looked at as roots
are lifting the tarmac?
The Chair said some repairs had already been carried out as part of the
repair programme but unfortunately since then more issues have arisen
in other areas of the path. He will raise this and the state of the Shipley
to Leeds cycle path at the Cycling and Walking working group on
Friday.
It was acknowledged that the Shipley to Keighley cycle path had been
repaired recently and it was very successful.
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•

What is the current situation regards the Queensbury Tunnel?
Norah gave an update as a member of the group for preservation of the
tunnel. Just today the Historical Buildings Estate has requested
emergency planning permission to fill a shaft as they claim it will
otherwise collapse. The group wished to see the engineering report that
had made this conclusion as up to two weeks ago contractors were in
the tunnel making it safe in order to execute its abandonment. To date
there have been 4200 objections to abandoning the tunnel- still could
be used as a cycle route. The MP Julie Cummins is aware of the
situation.

Resolved: The Chair’s update was noted.
27.

Operators Updates
Operators were invited to give their updates to the sub-committee.
Northern
•

It was confirmed that there were now 9 new trains on the Bradford route
and it has been the first time diesels have been ran on this side of the
Pennines, their speed and capacity has been very good. Just need to
improve on their reliability and for staff to get used to faults that may
come up and how to fix them – like any new train.
Two issues have already been resolved in relation to the driver’s door
sensor and fast windscreen wipers.
Drivers have received a full 9 days training to operate the new trains
and conductors are also being trained.

•

Performance has been better than last year but still not where they
want it to be. Some places have strong performance and Northern
continue to work with other operators and Network Rail.

•

The December timetable is going to deliver faster journey times
between Leeds – Bradford- Manchester. There are also Network Rail
improvement which will help facilitate this.
There is also going to be a new Halifax – Hull service, which will call at
Thorpe Park at such point as the station opens.

•

Pacer Trains will continue to be used into the New Year, which is
unfortunate. They will be on the lighter used routes mainly Sheffield and
Huddersfield and Bradford for the first few weeks of 2020.
They will also be used on early / late services as other trains have to go
to Newcastle for their maintenance. All Pacer trains will be gone by May
2020.
A member asked how accessibility issues will be addressed in relation
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to the pacers and Northern confirmed that a ramp can be deployed for
wheelchair users or their use of a taxi would continue to be reimbursed.
•

Boxing Day timetable will run as normal from 8am to 6pm. Trains will
run to Bradford Forster Square, Ilkley and Skipton.

•

The Department of Transport scheme for stations is currently running
and bids have been submitted by Northern with the Combined
Authority. The outcome of which should be known by Christmas / New
Year 2020.

Members raised the following issues:
•

Bradford Low Moor has had a poor service today – the 13.21 was
cancelled.

•

Are ticket offices going to be closed?
Northern confirmed that there are no plans to do this. All that was
previously said by them was that increasingly more people are buying
electronically.

•

Bradford Forster Square tickets are not being accepted by the barrier at
Gargrove.
This will be raised at the station by Northern as it may be a simple
coding issue for the barrier to accept them.

•

Are stations going to be modernised? Keighley been the same for 50
years. Can there be toilets and unlocked waiting rooms?
Northern confirmed that the waiting rooms should be open. They are
aware that Network Rail are repairing the fabric of the station but not
seen any plans for toilets there. This will be asked of Northern Rail.

Arriva
•
•
•
•
•

It was confirmed that there are no planned service changes.
New vehicles are now on the Wakefield 110 route.
This will benefit the 268 as buses from the 110 will be re-deployed on to
this route giving it better buses.
New ticketing machines are enabling better communication to drivers.
The Wakefield Road and Tong Street improvements will be positive for
the 425/ 427 /283.

Transdev
•

Some minor timetable changes (from 27 October) and the Dale Bus
ends for winter.

•

Keighley town centre has congestion due to roadworks. This has meant
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•

there have had to be short notice cancellations to keep to the timetable.
Boxing Day services will be operating.

Members raised the following:
•

How is the airport service running?
Transdev said it was very positive with increasing passengers.

•

Can the Boxing Day services please link up with buses to get to
hospitals.
Transdev will look into this.

•

The connection times between the 662 and 283 are unreliable. Often
the 7.15am and 8.15am are late resulting in the member missing the
connecting bus to work. This has been an ongoing issue.
Transdev agreed to investigate this.

First Bradford
•
•
•
•
•

Boxing Day service will be the same as the past few years.
There are fare increases from the 26 October 2019. 20-30p a day
depending on the ticket type. However there will be no change to the
under 19 year old fares.
Planned roadworks being carried out by Northern Grid will create
delays in the Challow Grange / Ingleby Road areas.
Recruitment and training is still ongoing to keep staff levels up.
Very positive working with other operators and the Combined Authority
in the Bus Alliance partnership.

Members raised the following:
•

Some buses don’t turn up. For example the 576 and X6.
First said they are aware of staffing issues affecting the 576 but that it is
mainly congestion impacting the service which is ran by First Halifax.
The X6 was affected by motorway traffic.

•

Posters at the Interchange are out of date.
The Combined Authority agreed to look at this.

•
•
•

The new A650 audio visual screens were very good.
The new slippery seats on some buses are difficult for children to keep
sat safely, especially when a bus brakes suddenly.
Some members of the public still fail to move off the side seats for other
who have a greater need.
Operators confirmed they encourage drivers to help resolve such
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issues and those relating to wheelchairs/ pushchairs but legally they
cannot make someone move.
Recent Cycling Event (UCI) – major issues for both operators and members
of the public. The following issues were raised by all:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operators are still waiting for a de-brief from Bradford Council due to
the issues.
The operators were only talked to about the event 3-5 weeks before.
Road were closed they didn’t know about.
Some roads were closed and there was no need for them to be.
Operators were unable to communicate to their customers.
Cars parked on the road resulted in buses being unable to turn.
Customers had to guess which bus to get on and where it may be
going.
Some passengers had been put on the wrong buses by Interchange
staff.

In summary - It appeared that there was not enough investment in the
planning of the event. Compared to Tour de Yorkshire which was 6-8months
planning in which operators were involved. The public were not even made
aware of the impact.
The Chair asked if anyone had an information as to why a debrief had not
happened yet. Operators believed one had taken place with the Bradford
Emergency Planning Officer but they had not been invited.
The Chair and Cllr Engels said they would investigate this as the Operators
should have been involved.
Resolved: The operators’ updates were noted.
28.

Consultation Items
Andrew Bradley, Head of Customer Services, from the Combined Authority,
gave the Sub-Committee a presentation on the West Yorkshire Bus Alliance
and its aims and objectives, with a view to obtaining members’ feedback.
The Bus Alliance is a formal partnership between the Combined Authority (CA)
and the Bus Operators. It is chaired by Cllr Groves (Chair of the CA Transport
Committee) and is made up of senior representatives from each organisation.
Its key measures of success are: Increasing bus patronage, delivering a
reliable service and providing customer satisfaction.
Key points were:
• The Bus Strategy is ‘Putting Customers First’
• Target to grow the number of bus passengers in Bradford by up to 25%
over the next ten years
• Lot of work to do with partners to achieve this
• Want to improve the provision of easily accessible and reliable travel
information
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Modern buses to be as green as possible
Offer a fair deal to young people
Providers accepting one another’s tickets
Continued use of the MCard
New Stourton park and ride (Leeds Orbital) will use only electric buses
Existing buses are still being retro-fitted

In order to make the bus network easier to use a colour coded navigation
system is to be rolled out, initially in Leeds then across all the Districts.
Examples of these could be brought to a future meeting to obtain members
feedback. Members welcomed this.
Members gave their feedback to the presentation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a need to ensure there is integrated ticketing where two
providers share a route
The public needs encouragement to make modal shift, not just
transferring to electric cars which will improve air quality but not reduce
traffic congestion
Poor or non-existent bus shelters and bad weather put the public off
It was felt that carbon targets could perhaps be more ambitious
Competition rules are often obstructive in bus service providers working
together
Members liked the colour coded system and would like it to also include
what services tickets could be used on

Operators all stated that the last bad weather arrangements worked really well
and that very quickly operators agreed to accept one another’s tickets in the
exceptional ‘Beast from the East’ conditions. Andrew Bradley agreed to take
away specific questions and provide answers from the Combined Authority.
The Chair highlighted that all issues raised from the DCSCs are feedback into
the Transport Committee and the Portfolio Holders attend both the Committee
and their appropriate DCSC.
A few members made all present aware of the ‘Clean Air Bradford’ campaign,
who have submitted an outline business case to DEFRA which is linked to the
climate emergency.
It was acknowledged that currently it is a very difficult environment for
operators.
The Combined Authority would welcome any further future feedback on the
Bus Alliance.
Resolved:
29.

That the Sub-Committee’s feedback be noted.

Information Report
The Sub-Committee was updated on matters of information relating to the
Bradford District. Members raised the following questions:
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•
•
•

•
•

•

Why is the Family/Group ticket only available at travel centres and not
on bus?
There are still issues with platforms having gaps. Northern explained
this is historical and all stations have ramps to deal with this if required.
New build stations are all compliant
In a recent Bradford Core Strategy Focus Group all attendees were
confused who held responsibility for transport overall. TfN? The
Alliance? They also felt there should be more planning from ‘grass
roots’
It was acknowledged that the DCSCs were ‘grass roots’ but
unfortunately no one in the focus group had heard of the SubCommittee.
Open forums could be held for each ward or parish regards specific
transport issues.
Cllr Engel informed the Sub-Committee that councillors would often
hold meetings to discuss a specific issues and that public consultations
need to be specific
James Craig made the members aware that ‘Be-Spoken’ would be
happy to provide Bradford cycling campaign information

Resolved: The Sub-Committee noted the Information report.
The Chair thanked everyone for a very productive and informative meeting.
The next meeting is to be held on Monday 23 March at 2-3pm in Committee
Room 1 of Bradford City Hall.
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Agenda Item 6

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE
JOINT DISTRICT CONSULTATION SUB COMMITTEES
HELD ON FRIDAY, 17 JULY 2020 AS A REMOTE MEETING

Present:
Christopher Allan (Public Representative)
Anne Baldwin (Public Representative)
Bruce Bird (Public Representative)
Councillor Martyn Bolt
Councillor Peter Carlill
Mark Denton (Public Representative)
Councillor Kim Groves
Councillor Miss Jo Hepworth
Councillor James Homewood
Andrew Jewsbury (Public
Representative)
Christopher Jones (Public
Representative)
Shaun Jordan (Public Representative)
Mark Parry (Public Representative)
David Quarmby (Public Representative)
Keith Renshaw (Public Representative)
Councillor Taj Salam
John Sheppard (Public Representative)
Brannoc Stevenson (Public
Representative)
Councillor Kevin Swift
Geoff Wood (Public Representative)

Bradford
Kirklees
Kirklees
Kirklees Council
Leeds City Council
Kirklees
Leeds City Council
Wakefield Council
Kirklees Council
Bradford
Kirklees
Kirklees
Leeds
Kirklees
Bradford
Bradford Council
Calderdale
Leeds
Wakefield Council
Calderdale

In attendance:
Andrew Bradley
Helen Ellerton
Graham Meiklejohn
Dave Pearson
Will Pearson
Erica Ward
Dwayne Wells
Ambrose White
Janette Woodcock

West Yorkshire Combined Authority
West Yorkshire Combined Authority
Trans Pennine Express
West Yorkshire Combined Authority
First Group
West Yorkshire Combined Authority
Arriva Yorkshire
West Yorkshire Combined Authority
West Yorkshire Combined Authority
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1.

Councillor Groves' Opening Remarks
Cllr Groves Chair of Transport Committee welcomed everyone and said a lot
had happened since the last face to face meetings in 2019 and the
cancellation of the DCSC’s in March due to Covid 19. There had been
challenges both new and pre-existing, congestion on the rail network, air
pollution, low carbon future buses.
Cllr Groves thanked all involved with the Devolution deal, Cllr Kaushik, Cllr
Bolt, Officers of the West Yorkshire Combined Authority, the District Chairs,
Bus Station and Travel Centre Staff .and for the contribution of the Transport
Committee to the District Strategic Plan and said an important part of any
strategy was communication through many channels.
Addressing the public representatives of the District Consultation Sub
Committees Cllr Groves said she wanted to hear their voice and welcomed
their valued contribution.
Due to Covid 19 the meetings will continue to be held via Zoom. The
technology has enabled more people to be involved.
Cllr Groves continued to say following Devolution the following topics will be
addressed:
Economic Recovery Plan, Bus Network, Bus Alliance, Demand for Transport,
Rail, Active Travel, Cycling and Walking Plans, Electric Scooters, Creation of
Jobs, Transforming Places, Means of Travel, Freight Capture.
Cllr Groves thanked Bus operators, Rail forum, Bus Walking Group
Expert Panel and said that with respect to the national figures on bus and rail,
they are holding their own sessions and again thanked all who had
contributed.

2.

Update on Current Issues Affecting Transport in the Region
Dave Pearson, Director of Transport addressed the meeting and said this was
the first time that the DCSC has used Zoom technology as it was not possible
due to Covid 19 to meet in one room and the meetings in March had to be
cancelled. However, it was necessary right now to meet this way to give
everyone the opportunity to speak.
Representatives of West Yorkshire Combined Authority’s five District
Consultation Sub-Committees were given presentations and a verbal update
which provided them with an overview and update regarding the current
issues affecting transport in the region.
Councillor Groves opened the meeting for questions from the public
representatives and officers gave verbal responses and said that if further
clarification was required on any topic raised, this would be provided.


Live Bus information screens at bus stops
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Cycling and walking interventions
Concessionary bus passes
Feasibility study regarding the future of the Queensbury Tunnel and the
development of the Great Northern Railway Trail
Provision of current numbers by district of the cycling population
Idling of Buses
Promotional offers by bus and rail operators to get people back on their
services
How can you re-assure people who cannot see to social distance that
public transport is safe for them to use?
Safety of public transport
Wakefield Westgate public conveniences
Public Consultation
School Transport

Resolved:

3.

(i)

That the update on current issues affecting transport in the region be
noted.

(ii)

That the views of the DCSC’s be noted.

COVID 19 Transport Survey
Representatives of WYCA’s five District Consultation Sub-Committees were
given a presentation which provided them with an overview and update
regarding the Covid 19 Telephone Summary which included:









COVID 19 Impact and recovery our data.
Change in walking / running and cycling
Mode intentions in the coming weeks
Changes in activity over the coming weeks
Changes in travel activity – private car / van
Alternatives to public transport
Commuting times and home working
Sources and more information

Resolved:

4.

(i)

That the contents of the presentation be noted.

(ii)

That the presentation slides be circulated to DCSC members.

COVID 19 Transport Recovery Plan
Representatives of West Yorkshire Combined Authority’s five District
Consultation Sub-Committees were given a presentation which provided them
with an overview and update regarding the Transport Recovery Plan with key
themes to ensure the survival of the Bus Network – as a vital part of a fully
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functioning and thriving public transport network that serves all communities,
for an inclusive economic recovery.
Progress a green and healthy recovery – the Covid 19 crisis presents an
opportunity to build on positive changes in travel behaviour to take the
opportunity to reimagine our neighbourhoods, towns and cities, to support a
sustainable economic recovery.
The Transport Recovery Plan covers three timescales:




Short term next 12 months
Medium Term 1 to 2 years
Long term 2 to 5 years

Resolved:
(i)

That the contents of the presentation be noted.

(ii)

That the presentation slides be circulated to DCSC members.
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Agenda Item 8

Report to:

Bradford District Consultation Sub Committee

Date:

19 October 2020

Subject:

Information Report

Director(s):

Dave Pearson, Director of Transport Services

Author(s):

Various

1.

Purpose of this report

1.1

To update the sub-committee on matters of information relating to the
Bradford District.

1.2

Updates on regional and national issues are covered in the papers for
Transport Committee, the latest set are available on the following link;
https://westyorkshire.moderngov.co.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=138
&MId=1021

2.

Information
Bus Services

2.1

The network of bus services which links the Airport with Leeds and Bradford
are jointly funded by the Combined Authority and the Airport company.
Following a procurement process, Transdev has been engaged to operate the
services which will be branded “Flyer”. Route changes to the Bradford
services will enable a faster journey time between the City and the Airport and
new links to Apperley Bridge rail station.

2.2

Yorkshire Tiger gave notice of early termination of contracts to run local
services in the Shipley/ Bradford area following the loss of the Airport
contracts. Tenders were invited and a contract has been awarded to TLC
Travel Ltd to operate the services on a “gross cost basis”; this is where all
fares revenue accrues to the Combined Authority and reduces the overall cost
of the contracts. Arising from a review and re procurement of bus services in
the Calderdale district, it has been possible to reinstate a through bus service
between Halifax and Keighley.

2.3

Across West Yorkshire, the Combined Authority has delivered an £8 million
Clean Bus Technology programme to equip 476 buses with emission control
equipment to enable them to meet clean air zone standards. As at June 2020,
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59% of the Bradford bus fleet met this standard (compared with 59% of the
West Yorkshire fleet).
Active Travel - Emergency Active Travel Fund
2.4

On the 5th June, the Combined Authority submitted an application for tranche
one of the Department for Transport’s (DfT) Emergency Active Travel funding,
on behalf of the Combined Authority and West Yorkshire partner councils. The
programme of schemes was established to provide swift and meaningful plans
to provide more safe space for cyclists and pedestrians

2.5

An application for £10.053 million of tranche two funding was submitted on the
7th August, in line with the indicative allocations published by DfT. This set out
a programme of temporary and permanent infrastructure delivery across West
Yorkshire, supported by accompanying behaviour change activities to enable
more people to make use of the new infrastructure, and monitoring and
evaluation. The outcome is expected to be announced at the end of August.
The full details of the programme submitted will be published once an
announcement has been made by government.

2.6

The programme was developed in partnership with partner councils, and
Transport Committee members provided comments on the application form
and proposed programme alongside Leaders and Portfolio Holders. The
proposed programme was shared with members of the West Yorkshire Bus
Alliance and the CityConnect Advisory Group for comment before submission.

2.7

Comments received through online interactive mapping platforms were also
used by partners to identify schemes within the programme, including the Your
Voice interactive map covering Calderdale, Kirklees and Wakefield, and
equivalent online engagement tools managed by Bradford Council and Leeds
City Council. To date there have been over 1,600 comments made on the
Your Voice map, from almost 400 contributors since launch in June.

2.8

As with tranche one, it is proposed to manage delivery of the tranche two
programme through the existing CityConnect programme governance
structure.

3.

Recommendations

3.1

That the information report be noted.

4.

Background Documents

4.1

None.
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